An Analysis for Performance of Britten’s Hymn to St. Cecilia
through the Lens of Erwin Stein
I.

Introduction and Purpose

The purpose of this paper is four‐fold. Firstly, in order to

color and texture, and close and loose forms, creates a
compelling backdrop for a performance‐based analysis. In this
vein, according to Stein, “form, applied to music, means the
arrangements of sound. Per‐formance, then, is the realization of

adequately construct a viable analysis of Benjamin Britten’s

particular sounds in a particular order” (Stein, 17). Thirdly, an

Hymn to St. Cecilia through a reading of theorist Erwin Stein, we

examination of the particularities in Britten’s Hymn to St. Cecilia

must establish an understanding that each man was familiar

will expose a large‐scale architecture, harmonic relations, local

and appreciative of the other’s work. Writings of each artist

structures and organizations, movement, and characters for a

provide this connection. Stein often comments on the positive

performance‐ready delivery. Lastly, a subsequent text‐based

qualities and characters of Britten’s music. Britten, on the other

analysis will uncover elements of the form missed by a purely

hand, offers a well‐informed context for Stein’s ideas. Secondly,

musically based analysis. Through this final examination, I

we will create a framework, using the principals and opinions

submit that Stein, who wrote sparingly about text, did not fully

from Stein’s book Form and Performance. This will allow a

develop a process of analysis for music with words.

performance‐based analysis that realizes the formal

Understanding the text primarily informs certain parts of the

architecture of a composition. More specifically, a synthesis of

form. This case certainly exists in the way Britten set W. H.

Stein’s concepts concerning rhythm and tempo, movement,

Auden’s Poem Hymn to St. Cecilia.

II.

Stein and Britten

As for the particulars of Britten’s compositions, Stein notes

Musician, author, and theorist Erwin Stein moved to Great

a frequent use of modes and transfigured common chords.

Britain after the 1938 German annexation of Austria. There he

These create harmonic tension and establish tonal centers.

befriended composer Benjamin Britten (1913‐1976). The first of

Syncopation, asymmetrical patterns, melodic inflections, and

his two major writings, Orpheus in New Guises (1947‐1953),

“indigenous/English rhythm”, contribute to the overall motion

casts an appreciative light on the established composer who

of small and large structures. These details of Britten’s music

had recently moved back to Great Britain from America.

tend to cohere and “achieve unity” through coordination and

Concerning the quality of Britten’s music, Stein applauds

contrast rather than thematic integration and variation. (Stein,

Britten’s ability “to portray any character or mood with few

117, 144, 154‐155). Hymn to St. Cecilia contains these stylistic

touches” (Stein, 111). His text‐laying “compels the singer to

observations. Furthermore, Stein’s analytical precision exists in

deliver them with a nicety of which…only good actors are

Form and Performance, creating a lexicon for extrapolation and

capable” (Stein, 135). Clearly, Stein developed awareness for

application to music.

the disposition of Britten’s music. Such acute attentiveness to
this detail will later intersect with Stein’s thoughts on form,
specifically the use of Recitative to loosen the musical form.

Benjamin Britten wrote the forward of the book subtitled,
the art of musical interpretation analyzed for the benefit of the
amateur and the professional musician, (1962 original edition).
He indicates a clear depiction of Stein’s intent. Key components

of interpretation include “molding of form” through

Before directly examining Hymn to St. Cecilia, it is important

performance, “taut yet flexible rhythm” that explains the

to provide context through an explanation of Stein’s chief

relationship between time and articulation, “the balance of

principles. These are namely: Rhythm and tempo realized

tone” achieved through understanding dynamics and textures,

through articulation, articulation‐informed phrasing that

and “sensitive phrasing, and intensity” that are indicative of the

determines the overall motion and character, character

motion that expresses musical character. Britten lauds Stein’s

enhanced through texture and color, and character expressed

“insistence on the composer’s written notes and on what lies

through the closing and loosening of form. Furthermore, Stein

behind them” (Stein, 8). Both individuals recognize a marriage

equates tempo to pulse as unwavering. Rhythm then contracts

between concrete musical elements, and musical intuition. This

and expands within the constant pulse. The continuous shaping

naturally lends itself to a discussion form and how

of articulations then leads to phrases. These phrases combine

“performance as a function of form” typifies this covenant

throughout compositional sections and inform the overall

(Stein, 14). Not only does an analysis place formal elements into

movement. One of his most critical issues, Stein writes, “The

relief, but it also illuminates a method by which musicians may

character of the music is expressed in its movement”. In turn,

deliver these elements.

he adds, “The character of movement is chiefly determined by

III.

Principles of Stein’s Analysis for Performance

the rhythmic, melodic and harmonic features of the passage”.
These features further break down respectively into grouping of

phrases, line and rhythm, and tonal relations (Stein, 20, 69, 127,

from the arithmetical note‐values, which musical sense, i.e.,

143). These intertwined ideas of movement and character gain

musical form, necessitates” (Stein, 39, 47). In Example 1,

musical context and detail through texture and color. The final

Mozart’s String Quartet K.428 is notated in two ways,

piece relies on the performers’ ability to balance the texture,

conventional notation, and using rubato obbligato.

recognize and interpret close and loose structures. The

Ex. 1

preceding analysis leads to the recognition of these structures.
Rhythm, we will see in Hymn to St. Cecilia, is the first
feature in analysis. Stein explains that as it groups the notes, it
is “the chief organizing factor in music” (Stein, 103). Two
principals lay the foundation for understanding rhythm: first,
the division between tempo and rhythm, and second, what
Stein terms rubato obbligato. Tempo “the rate at which the
music proceeds, provides the frame for the display of musical

Stein’s second reading infers that the “duration of the notes

events”. Within this frame, time is strict, but rhythm is free.

is subject to their meaning in the context” (Stein, 25). For

Time arranges groups of equal durations, but “rhythm particles”

illustrative purposes, rests are inserted to translate the

differ in length. This is rubato obbligato, “the slight deviations

articulation and phrasing Mozart intended.

Common articulations like tenuto and stacatto may be

group of notes that are felt as belonging together and make

understood as holding the note for almost as long as the

musical sense”, including the direction of lines and size of

indicated value, and varying degrees of separation. Hence it is

intervals (Stein, 28, 72). The use of rubato obbligato in these

not the written value of notes, but the “succession of

shapes helps performers derive the appropriate style of

articulations” that determine the rhythm (Stein, 25, 44). Using

movement. Before continuing, however, Stein includes an

these ideas, performers make educated decisions about

important caveat: “ It is wrong to over‐stress points which the

phrasing and articulations. This gradation of articulations

composer makes explicit himself [or herself]” (Stein, 102).

greatly impacts the motion of phrases and sections, as well as

Understanding the implied motion allows a musical

the use of rubato in the music. Rubato does not constitute a

performance. That being said, we can look at how to determine

sweeping change of tempo, but rather an alteration of the

the implied movement.

momentum based upon slight variations of articulation. The
form determines the rubato, not the other way around. Stein
admits that slower pieces are more likely to require “explicit
rubato” than faster ones (Stein, 147).
Another way to further conceive this idea is through
examining musical “shapes”. Shapes are defined as simply “any

Repetitions create moments of tension and momentum
(Stein, 103). In Example 2, the ascending eighth‐note repetition
affects this motion. Concerning Stein writes, “We feel that the
rising repetitions of the motif drive forward to the melodic
apex…the drive abates with the change of direction…and the

cadence” (Stein, 143). Pedals also create tension, whereas the

Ex.3

appoggiatura steadies motion (Stein, 129, 146).
Ex. 2

Ex. 4

In the next example (Ex. 3), Stein compares music and the
cadence of written language. Rests between phrases act like
commas, and pauses (Ex. 4) act like colons (Stein, 154, 162).

In the Variations Symphoniques by Franck, Stein parsed
two larger phrases A and B. The performer should treat the
accompanying rests differently. Those between measures 1‐4
act like commas, punctuating the line, but not stopping the
motion. The rest between phrase A and B, however works more
like a semi‐colon; the idea is not finished. It must provide
sufficient space for the ear to link itself to and differentiate
itself from phrase A. In phrase B, then, the interior rests act
again like commas, effecting the articulation, but not the unity
and momentum of line. Another colon separates phrase B from
the next phrase.
In “Wer hat dich so geshlagen”, Stein concluded that Bach

the note for the entire value of its written duration, and
possibly longer. The sense of movement temporarily halts.
For the ends of shapes, either in phrases or in
sections/movements, Stein insists, “It cannot be often enough
emphasized that the stereotyped exaggeration of ritardandos at
the end is a bad mannerism”. He believes that ritardandos
should be derived from the musical structure (Stein 71, 150). In
many cases, composers write in dynamic, textural, melodic,
harmonic and rhythmic ritardandos so that additional rubato
becomes unnecessary. This may be achieved by way of
diminuendo, thinning of parts, descending lines, cadential
harmony or increased note values to name a few. A composer

intended each pause (fermata) to indicate a definite division of

will affect a sense of unity by prescribing a ritardando and

motion, but not a full stop. A full stop would probably require a

subsequently reintroducing the first tempo (Stein, 49). In this

caesura or double barline. Through rubato obbligato, the

way, both the deceleration and acceleration of movement

fermata effects an extended tenuto, where the performer holds

illuminate the form rather than fulfill a performer’s individual

not by louder dynamics, but by softer playing of the subsidiary

interpretation.

parts”.

We have seen then that a performer interprets musical

Ex.5

form through rhythmic phrasing via rubato obbligato and the
consequent motion that occurs. Also of importance, Stein
argues, is “the subtle gradation of dynamics, …[it] is a means of
phrasing and as such as important as the stresses and rubatos
of rhythm”. Here, both rhythmic and dynamic means make for
clear articulation (Stein, 57). In Example 5, Mozart’s String
Quartet K.421 Stein notates according to the dynamic
articulations. Metrical and motivic clarity result from this
retranslation, illuminating phrases and motion not readily
apparent in the written score. The performer will then balance
the parts within the overall texture. Stein suggests that, “it
makes for a cleaner sound if the principal part is set into relief,

This dynamic contrast helps outline the form in both the
shading of colors within the texture and phrases, and in aiding

the division of larger sections and ideas, like the “juxtaposition

same motivic gesture. Each one however displays a new

of solo and tutti” (Stein, 55, 63, 114).

harmony. The loose gesture helps expand the harmonic palette

Finally, the performer synthesizes this information in order
to infer what Stein calls loose and close forms. The study of
each motif, phrase, shape, structure, and section leads to this
determination. Determination of loose and close forms
validates the inherent motion, which is consequently
interpreted as musical characters that express the
compositional form. Formal “looseness” exists in Hymn to St.
Cecilia. This creates a flexibility to establish a new tonal
relationship between E Major and C Major.
Typically, on a local level, then, repetition loosens the form,
and variation and contrast tighten the form (Stein, 83, 109).
Repetition of motives, including sequences, allows gradual or
slow harmonic development, modulation and “extended
shapes/broad expositions”. In Example 6 Chopin repeats the

and create a broader gesture. This is also true in Bach’s Prelude
No.1 (Ex. 7). It is worthwhile to read Stein’s included
commentary on appropriate performance practice. It depicts
how the looseness of form determines what musical qualities
should receive emphasis.
Ex. 6

Ex. 7

motifs undergo multiple variations such that elements of
different motifs join together. This compacts the form, creating
a sense of cohesion. Stein continues, “cohesion may be close if
the shape comprises contrasting elements…Diversity makes for
compactness” (Stein, 83). This presupposes that contrasting
elements must either be limited in scope melodically,
harmonically, rhythmically, etc., or if not, they undergo
variation such that closeness is achieved through the

Repetition may also link ideas, helping to achieve unity, i.e. a
shape passes between voices or returns (Stein, 103).

reconciliation of their diversity. Stein concludes that, “it is the
subsequent elements of contrast which, in retrospect, link
parallel shapes”. This unifies the form (Stein, 89).

Close forms also help achieve formal unity. Cadences, areas
of harmonic concentration, confirm a tonal center and tighten
the formal structure (Stein, 109). Variation of shapes also
achieves structural closeness. Stein writes, “Variations of a
motif provide formal links…Variation integrates” (Stein, 75).
This is commonly played out in the episodes of fugues. Primary

In practice, Stein asserts, “Simple shapes need less emphasis
than complex shapes” (Stein, 29). Simple and complex are close
relatives of loose and close, respectively. He also uses the terms
“not highly organized” and “highly organized/compact”. In
Example 8, Beethoven’s String Quartet in D, begins with a

triadic outline. The shape becomes slightly more complex/close

Ex. 9

in the second system as it moves to the cadence. This involves
compacted harmonic motion and more complex lines and
rhythms. In Example 9, however, Haydn’s Symphony No. 101 is
highly organized/close throughout using more rhythmic and
melodic variation and contrasting motives. Stein’s commentary
on this example clearly describes these features.
Ex. 8

The performer’s analysis helps him/her put into relief which
aspects of the music appear primary, without neglecting the
Performers must create balance in their execution of these
ideas. Most shapes comprise loose and close elements, or begin
one way and end the other. It is important to remember Stein’s
initial caveat:“ It is wrong to over‐stress points which the
composer makes explicit himself [or herself]” (Stein, 102).

secondary ones. Two suggestions are offered that indicate this
need for balance. Stein writes:
Closely‐knit structures should not be unduly overburdened
with details but elucidated by clarity of delivery. Nor should

loosely built structures be tightened by too elaborate an
interpretation”. He continues, “The more defined the
structure, the less latitude is left for the performer’s
interpretation. Too many points are fixed for allowing much
difference of opinion…Music which is loosely constructed
gives the performer more freedom (Stein 102, 160).
Observing this balance on a large scale creates an overall
more convincing performance as well. This balance exists in the
relationship between Primary and Secondary themes in Sonata
form, where one is usually closer, or more highly organized,
than the other. The balance provides unity in the exposition.
Stein includes many vocal compositions in the category of
“loose music”. This owes to the recitative style often found in
vocal music. He asserts, “Recitative contributes to the loosening
of musical form…[which] is natural in the English
language…[due to] subtler vowels and diction” (Stein, 162).
Here re‐enters Britten, a master at setting the English language.

IV.

A Look at Hymn to St. Cecilia

Britten first composed Hymn to St. Cecilia in 1942 while
living in the United States. Upon returning to England, customs
confiscated many of his works fearing they contained codes
within their details. While aboard the M.S. Axel Johnson, Britten
recreated his composition, supposedly incorporating the
continuous oceanic ebb and flow of his voyage. This has great
ramifications in terms of movement, character, and form.
Hymn to St. Cecilia is also Britten’s last collaboration with poet
W.H. Auden. The latter, a self‐proclaimed musical expert,
burdened Britten with advice on how to be a better artist, thus
straining their relationship until forcing dissolution of contact
(Brett, Phillip). The resulting work, however, was lauded in its
day as “that well‐nigh perfect marriage of voice and verse”
(Northcott, 8).

Stein’s analysis for performance allows for a fourfold
examination. This includes a description of Hymn to St. Cecilia’s
“architecture”, the order in which the large sections are
arranged (Stein 69), the use of rubato obbligato in expressing
the character and motion of specific shapes and sections, how
the closeness and looseness effects the shapes and sectional
interaction, as well as the balancing of motives and textures.
Specifically, the analysis asserts a five‐part structure punctuated
by refrain. The use of cadences, phrasing, and articulation
creates musical ebb and flow outlining what I will call
“gravitational emphasis”. The resulting wave‐like motion plays
out in two important ways. It first characterizes the melodic and
rhythmic motion of the composition. It also depicts the
harmonic assertion of C Major against E Major. The final piece
concerns how the performer sets voices into relief.

Hymn to St. Cecilia opens with a juxtaposition of a complex

Ex. 10

shape in the treble voices with a simple shape in the lower
voices. The voice enables two things: a feeling of duple pulse
enhanced by tenuto markings, and harmonic liberty to set up
the E Major/C Major duplicity that unfolds in the work. The
close treble voices must incorporate rubato obbligato,
especially on repeated notes, to increase momentum towards
the downbeat. This emphasizes their triple pattern on top of
the lower duple, creates a moment of gravity on the downbeat,
and cumulatively effects a wave‐like character in the music.
Example 10 shows these features. The repeated notes occur in
anacrusis to the downbeat, and the gravitational moment of
emphasis is highlighted through a longer note value on the
downbeat. The treble inhalation on beat 4 sets this in motion.

The wave‐like character builds in dynamics and
momentum so that the moment of climax likens to a wave
crashing into a stone. To accomplish this, Britten does two
things in Example 11. At the moment of impact, the treble
voices grow to forte and simplify rhythmically which sets the

suddenly complex lower voices into relief. These voices
descend in volume and pitch, receding like the ebb of a wave
into the cadence at box 4. A bar of 9/4 precedes this, further
stretching the tension and build up of momentum. It is
important for the performer to note that additional ritardando
is unnecessary. The increased duration of the measure and
tenuto articulations provides this.
Example 11 (continues on next page)

A performer should use rubato obbligato in the three
measures after box 4. The moment of gravitational emphasis is
at the sforzando pianissimo. The following stacatto notes

recede from the preceding wave of dynamics into near

thought the music visited C, Ab, and Eb Major. Cadences

rhythmic stasis.

broaden the motion in three distinct ways.

Example 12 contains a similar moment. It also
showcases a nice balancing of simple and complex shapes.
While the lower voices flow forward to “rode”, the gravitational
point of emphasis, the soprano voice sustains. As the soprano
becomes more complex, the other voices simplify. This allows
the soprano then to cadence the phrase one measure before
box 5. This cadence is further supported by the resting voices,
allowing space for another wave to begin on beat 7. The
opening section ends with the first occurrence of the refrain, or
ode to St. Cecilia, “Blessed Cecilia; appear in visions to all
musicians, appear and inspire: Translated Daughter, come
down and startle Composing mortals with immortal fire”. This
passage asserts E major as the tonal center for the section,

Ex. 12

Looking at Example 13, the use of syncopation stretches the

looseness that balances the section and informs which features

meter, which is already elongated. Written in diminuendos and

should be brought out.

the instruction dying away calm the music, and a fermata
denotes a clear pause on the tonic. No additional ritardando
should be employed.
Ex. 13

In the second section (Ex. 14), Britten plays with two
distinct textures. They each contain elements of close and

Ex. 14

The overall shape of the soprano I, soprano II, and tenors parts

its shape. In addition, the asymmetrical pattern and overlapping

is more complex than the other voices. The asymmetrical

voices obscure a sense of regular phrases, further loosening it.

phrase covers the E Major scale. The singers must be aware of

Ex. 15

his/her pianissimo dynamic. Stein would comment, “a
crescendo will inevitably result form the melodic rise” (Stein,
163). The moment of gravitational emphasis is at the top of the
natural crescendo. Britten writes in a crescendo‐diminuendo to
denote this. The eventual introduction of a ninth scale degree
further confirms this, and should be appropriately expressed.
Stein writes, “The more uncommon and surprising an interval,
the great is its significance” (Stein, 29). The apex of the line is
the moment of gravitation emphasis. Occurring exclusively on
the downbeat, the other notes flow and recede from it. This
creates another wave‐like character, this time overlapping. The
other characteristic element of this texture, repetition, loosens

Juxtaposing the first texture, the alto and bass sing a
simple shape; a triad expanded over 4 to 5 measures. Variation
in harmony and direction, however, compact the texture. An
accurate performance will exploit this characteristic. This

section climaxes similarly to the first. In example 15, Britten

Ex. 16

again builds up the motion through a steady increase in
dynamics and elongation of the bar preceding the climax. He
switches the voices that were previously complex shapes with
the previously simple ones. These voices again recede in
dynamics and register to near rhythmic stasis.
The ode to St. Ceclia returns at the close of the section,
however, this time the voices are in canon and the cadence
asserts C Major as the tonal center (Ex. 16). Like the first two
measures, as well as the first two cadences, these sections
invoke the tension and relationship Britten creates between E
Major and C Major.

The third section that follows is a textural mirror of the
second section. The characters and movement are flipped such
that the upper voices sing a simple shape, and the bass a
complex one. Again, both textures comprise elements of
looseness and closeness. The bass line should employ rubato

It is important to note that Britten uses the same
techniques to affect a pause outline the compositional
architecture. They are: broadening of meter and rhythm,
syncopation, dynamic (usually diminuendo), and fermata.

obbligato when differentiating the “rather marked” first half
and slurred/accented second half of the phrase. (Ex. 17) Here
the waves expand over two measures, slowed by tempo and
meter. The “e” of “can‐“ is the moment of gravitational

emphasis. The articulation and preceding intervallic leap

Ex. 17

confirm this. In addition, the rest on beat one of the previous
measure de‐emphasizes its downbeat so that the motion moves
to the following one. Repetition provides looseness in this
shape as well as allows for the element that compacts the
upper voices: harmonic motion. The upper three voices travel
through many key areas and are highly dissonant. Performers
should bring out these dissonances without thickening the
texture. This would cover the basses that deliver the majority of
the text.
Despite harmonic variation, a minor is the tonal center of
this section. Containing all the notes of C Major, this pedal
creates tension and enhances momentum according to Stein
(Stein, 146). The overall character of this section is ambiguous.
The fourth section interrupts before playing out fully.

This occurs in Example 18. In the measure before box 21,
the rhythm lengthens, the dynamics soften (two traits of
cadential closure), and the music modulates to A Lydian. This

key contains the same notes as E Major and therefore re‐

into motion towards the long note. The tenor pedals on A.

emphasizes it. The juxtaposition of a minor and A Lydian

Tension builds not only because of this, but also because the

brilliantly reinforces the C Major versus E Major relationship.

voice often begins on the downbeat or ties through it. The

Ex. 18

soprano solo floats above the waves below. Her shape is
generally more complex, and must be set into relief by
suppressing the lower voices. Britten accomplishes this through
dynamics and tessitura.
In example 19, section three crashes into section four to
fulfill a transition to section five. Forte dynamic contrast,
harmonic variation, thickening texture, and a register‐closing
wedge carry out the transition. This surging typifies the
character of each moving passage in the next section.

The movement and character of section four is similar to
the section 3 except for blurring by the soprano solo and tenor
line. The use of rubato obbligato informs the performer that the
gravitational emphasis for the other voices is again on the
downbeat. A de‐emphasis of beat one sets the repeated notes

Ex. 19

voices, contrast with abrupt, thick, complex shapes.
Harmonically, C Major increasingly itself against E Major. The
transition from the section three interruption in a‐minor
converges into a G Major triad (Ex. 19). A‐minor returns
followed by a surge to c‐minor with a “c” solo pedal. C‐minor
then becomes an ambiguous Db Major chord. The soprano solo
sings the A Lydian theme from section four and the following
passage cadences in E Major. The tenor solo invokes C Major
once again over the E Major chord before the final refrain
enters, in E Major.
In Example 20, E Major dominance is finally confirmed,
though not before hearing G to D in the bass six measures
before the end. Performers must not add extra rubato to the

Section five is debatably weaker than the rest of the
composition. The soon‐to‐follow text analysis will help explain
the quality of its content. Static shapes punctuated by solo

end. The score indicates multiple means of slowing down. For
Stein, the end of Hymn to St. Cecilia contains all the
requirements for a completed form.

Ex. 20

All of these occur in the last refrain.
The resulting form and delivery of the form is such: Section
one introduces the wave‐movement and E Major/C Major
relationship. Rubato obbligato informs the ebb and flow of
motion. This is followed by the first appearance of the refrain in
E Major. Section two and section three are textural mirrors. The
performers goal is to balance the complex and simple shapes. In
section two, the overlapping waves revel in E Major. In section
three, C Major disguises as a‐minor and the wave‐like motion
slows. The two sections are separated by the second
appearance of the refrain, which cadences in C Major. Section
three should feel harmonically ambiguous, allowing for the
interruption of section four in A Lydian. Here the

He writes:
The feeling that the form has been completed is created
by such means as the loosening and finally, the
disintegration of the structure; a definite final
statement, or the dying away of the sound” (Stein, 71).

wave=character is blurred and eventually clipped by section
three’s transition to section five. Stasis and surge characterize
the motivic movement that frames the final assertion of C

Major. The third and final refrain creates formal unity and

importance. A third benefit is the reconsideration of the fifth

completion, as well as confirms E Major as the primary tonality.

section.

The overall looseness of Hymn to St. Cecilia is realized in how
the local shapes allow for harmonic flexibility. The refrain
provides unity through repetition, and the contrasting sections,
according to Stein, would retrospectively link the parallel wave‐
like shapes. This creates cohesion and enhances unity (Stein,

There are two subsidiary characters missed in the previous
analysis. Example 21 is based on the word “entrancing”. The
musical organization causes this effect. Staggered voices go out
of phases and move in contrary motion to create a “trance‐like”
character.

89).
Ex. 21
V.

A Text‐ Based Second Look

Up to this point, the analysis of Hymn to St. Cecilia has
almost exclusively neglected the text. It would be imprudent to
not acknowledge the features of Britten’s composition that can
only be understood through text. Most of these features are
motivic and create subsidiary characters. The use of text to
verify the division of sections, however, is of greater

Example 22 shows the introduction of the “weeping” motive

An instance of text‐influenced architecture parses Section

in the bass. This motive continues throughout section 4 until

four from three. The preceding text is a repeated plea, “O

the interruption of section 3.

rearrange”. (Ex. 18) The upper three voices sing these words in

Ex. 22

tutti, and the bass sings the same shape slightly after them. In
Section 4, the soprano solo is St. Cecilia, herself, answering the
pleas of her worshipers. She addresses them as “dear white
children, casual as bird”, at times soothing them and at others
admonishing their behavior. The abrupt change in key and
texture also signifies a division, but it would be difficult and
perhaps unnecessary to determine which element matters
most. The voice of the masses re‐enters when Section 3
reappears.

For the performer, these characters inform appropriate
articulations, color, and direction of the line. Urgency and
forward motion would result A third, smaller motivic gesture
occurs in section 1 on the word “flicker”. The chord undulates
between inversions to create the sense of “flickering”.

The final section, number 5, is conceived largely through
text. Though harmonically reliant upon the C Major/E Major
relationship, Britten’s choices of solo spots are onomatopoetic.
First, “The bow of sin is drawn across our violin”, and the alto

soloist sings open string notes on the violin. Next, the law is
“drummed out”, and the bass sings in the style of a timpani.
After that we hear from a flute‐like soprano. Finally, the tenor
soloist sings a trumpet fanfare. In order to exploit the
instrumental words, the surging passages rush through the
remaining text. These choices lack the lyricism of the previous
section, consequently depreciating it. It is debatable whether
this portion of Hymn to St. Cecilia stands up to the rest of the
piece. Stein believes that singers “should beware lest the
words, instead of enhancing the music, destroy it…in a good
song, everything the composer intends to express is implied in
the music”. He admits, however, that the composer “combines
music and words to form a unity. The words with their vowels
and consonants are part and parcel of the musical sound”
(Stein, 66, 126). In the final section, I believe the words do not
enhance the musical idea.

VI.

Conclusion

As pointed out by Stein, both recognition of text and music
is necessary to express the form of a composition. The
performer must first understand how the character and
movement of the music work with the harmony to establish
the form. Then they must determine the appropriate degree
to which text enhances and drives the character. A good
composer will set text so that the emotion of the words and
the needs of the music do not compete, but coincide. This is
why, for the most part, the analysis of Hymn to St. Cecilia
required sparse discussion of text. Performers must decide
if there exists an instance where the words must come first.
Formal unity is only achieved when the performance caters
to all of these considerations.
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